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Sea-level rise from land subsidence in major
coastal cities
Cheryl Tay 1,2 ✉, Eric O. Lindsey 2,3, Shi Tong Chin2, Jamie W. McCaughey 4, David Bekaert5,
Michele Nguyen 1, Hook Hua 5, Gerald Manipon5, Mohammed Karim5, Benjamin P. Horton 1,2,
Tanghua Li 2 and Emma M. Hill 1,2
Coastal land can be lost at rapid rates due to relative sea-level rise (RSLR) resulting from local land subsidence. However, the
comparative severity of local land subsidence is unknown due to high spatial variabilities and difficulties reconciling observations across localities. Here we provide self-consistent, high spatial resolution relative local land subsidence (RLLS) velocities
derived from Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar for the 48 largest coastal cities, which represent 20% of the global
urban population. We show that cities experiencing the fastest RLLS are concentrated in Asia. RLLS is also more variable across
the 48 cities (−16.2 to 1.1 mm per year) than the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change estimations of vertical land motion
(−5.2 to 4.9 mm per year). With our standardized method, the identification of relative vulnerabilities to RLLS and comparisons
of RSLR effects accounting for RLLS are now possible across cities worldwide. These will better inform sustainable urban planning and future adaptation strategies in coastal cities.

S

ea-level rise resulting from climate change has rightly
received substantial attention from researchers, practitioners and the public as an ongoing threat that needs to be
addressed1. International efforts have thus been gathered through
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to assess
future risks of climate change and sea-level rise, and aid policymakers in developing sustainable adaptation and mitigation strategies1.
Yet lesser attention has been paid to local land subsidence, which is
the sinking of the ground at rates that can exceed tens of millimetres per year2–4, and which can increase local relative sea-level rise
(RSLR) many times that of global mean sea-level rise of a few millimetres per year alone5,6. Local RSLR, defined as sea-level rise relative to local land height, is what effectively matters for any coastal
community. Furthermore, many of the coastal areas experiencing
the fastest rates of local land subsidence are major cities built on flat,
low-elevation river deltas, exposing large populations and substantial economic value to the impacts of local RSLR7,8. Consequently,
it is crucial to consider local land subsidence when assessing future
risks of RSLR for the sustainable development of coastal areas9,10.
Local land subsidence is caused by groundwater, oil and gas
extraction2,4, and compaction of sediments occurring naturally due
to self-weight7,8. It contributes to vertical land motion (VLM), but
differs from other components of VLM such as regional tectonics11,12
and glacial isostatic adjustment13,14. Because these components of
VLM vary substantially over a range of temporal and spatial scales,
the full contribution of VLM to RSLR has been difficult to assess
comparatively between localities across the globe without restrictions to any region or location15. Many studies have mapped VLM
at different coastal localities over different time spans2–4,16–18 using
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)16–19, tide gauges17,19 (indirectly, as these measure relative sea level), geological observations20
and interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR)2–4,17,18. While
point measurements such as those gained from GNSS, tide gauges

and geological observations capture broader spatial patterns of VLM
well, they do not capture the full range of localized spatial patterns
of land subsidence5,6. For InSAR, the loss of coherence over vegetated areas, high computational costs and disparities in processing
approaches, datasets and time spans are barriers to consolidating
local land subsidence data from numerous existing studies6. Lacking
consistent analyses of local land subsidence, RSLR assessments that
compare cities and regions across the globe have either assumed
VLM to be similar across localities based on their common characteristics8,10,21, assumed VLM to be spatially uniform across each
locality7,22 or analysed VLM with point measurements1,19,23. Local
land subsidence likely remains largely underestimated in these RSLR
assessments, including in the IPCC Sixth Assessment Report (AR6)1,
with limited consideration of its magnitude and spatial variation15,24.
We aim to contribute to future RSLR assessments by providing self-consistent observations of relative local land subsidence
(RLLS) for the 48 largest coastal cities worldwide, which account for
20% of the global urban population25. We focus on InSAR, which
given its continuous spatial extent and high resolution can fill gaps
between point measurements from GNSS and tide gauges5,6,17. We
employ best practices in a standardized InSAR processing approach
to produce self-consistent observations and use cloud computing
to address expensive computational requirements. The observations presented here allow for the identification of specific areas
and neighbourhoods in cities that are undergoing rapid subsidence
and thus facing accelerated RSLR and greater exposure to coastal
hazards. The results also serve as a basis for future estimations of
RSLR impacts that include the influence of RLLS consistently across
coastal cities worldwide.

Variability of RLLS across cities

We derive velocities of RLLS by analysing Sentinel-1 InSAR data
from 2014 to 2020 in 48 coastal cities and projecting line-of-sight
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Fig. 1 | Peak RLLS velocities across the 48 coastal cities. a, The fastest peak RLLS velocities are concentrated in Asia. Peak velocity refers to the 95th
percentile of negative InSAR velocities within the administrative boundary of a coastal city. Basemap data from Carto. b, Histograms of the normalized
number of pixels associated with each range of InSAR velocities within the administrative boundaries of cities show that higher peak velocities coincide
with higher proportions of subsiding areas. Peak velocities are indicated by black lines and upper-left numbers. Only cities with the highest peak velocities
are shown; see Supplementary Section A for histograms of other cities.

velocities to the vertical with respect to the ground (Methods).
Negative velocity refers to land subsidence or rise in mean sea level
throughout this study. The velocities for each coastal city are relative to a nearby reference point within the synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) images used, and linear trends spanning the SAR images
are removed (Methods). The velocities therefore do not include
broad-scale components of VLM such as due to regional tectonics11,12 and glacial isostatic adjustment13,14, although we assess the
possible impact of these effects on VLM below.
First, a comparison across coastal cities worldwide shows that
the fastest velocities of RLLS are concentrated in Asia, especially in
Southeast Asia. We identify the 95th percentile of negative velocities as representative of the peak RLLS experienced by each coastal
city (Fig. 1). Coastal cities experiencing notable RLLS with a 95th
percentile velocity faster than −20 mm per year include Tianjin
(China), Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam), Chittagong (Bangladesh),
Yangon (Myanmar), Jakarta (Indonesia) and Ahmedabad (India).
Many of these fast-subsiding coastal cities are rapidly expanding
megacities, where anthropogenic factors, such as high demands
for groundwater extraction and loading from densely constructed
building structures, contribute to local land subsidence2,7,8,21.

It should be noted that the presented extreme velocities in these
six coastal cities may be affected by the projection of InSAR
line-of-sight velocities to the vertical26 (Methods). The 95th percentile velocity also coincides with the overall prevalence of RLLS
within each coastal city. For example, the six coastal cities with the
highest 95th percentile velocities also have the largest proportion
of subsiding areas (Fig. 1b). In the mid-range of the 95th percentile velocities, 21 of the 48 coastal cities have velocities faster than
−10 mm per year (Fig. 1a). This is a rate well beyond both the millimetre precision of InSAR27 and the typical standard deviations of
our derived velocities (Figs. 3b and 4b). Next, 44 of the 48 coastal
cities have 95th percentile velocities faster than the current global
mean sea-level rise of −3.7 mm per year observed between 2006
and 2018 (ref. 1) (Fig. 1a). These coastal cities are thus probably
exposed to a greater extent of RSLR impacts due to the added contribution of RLLS if there is no substantial uplift contributed by
other components of VLM. At the lower end of the spectrum, the
remaining 4 of the 48 coastal cities are at relatively lower risk of
increased RSLR impacts due to RLLS at current rates. These coastal
cities include Seoul (South Korea), Tokyo (Japan), Washington DC
(United States) and Nagoya (Japan) (Fig. 1a).
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Fig. 2 | The range of RLLS across the 48 coastal cities. This range is wider than that of present-day glacial isostatic adjustment contributions to vertical
land motion29,30 and overall vertical land motion1,28. a, Median of RLLS velocities within each city. The same values are plotted in b. Basemap data from
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plotted in a.

Next, RLLS contributions alone are more variable across coastal
cities than IPCC AR6 estimates of present-day VLM. It should be
noted that local land subsidence, tectonics and glacial isostatic
adjustment are all major contributors of present-day VLM. We
show the 16th, 50th (median) and 84th percentiles of all RLLS
velocities within each coastal city in Fig. 2. The median RLLS of
each coastal city ranges from −16.2 mm per year (Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam) to 1.1 mm per year (Nanjing, China) across the 48
Nature Sustainability | www.nature.com/natsustain

cities (Fig. 2). In comparison, the median VLM of each coastal city
estimated in 2020 by the IPCC AR6 is more similar across the 48
cities and ranges from −5.2 to 4.9 mm per year (Fig. 2b)1,28. We suggest that the difference in the ranges is because local land subsidence contributions to VLM can be much larger than broad-scale
contributors of VLM (tectonics and glacial isostatic adjustment),
the latter of which being what the IPCC AR6 mainly captures. The
IPCC AR6 rates were extrapolated from a quasi-global network of
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Fig. 3 | InSAR-derived velocities of RLLS in a coastal city with fast-subsiding areas, Jakarta (Indonesia). Subsiding clusters are concentrated in the urban
areas of Penjaringan (point 1) and Kembangan District (point 2). a, RLLS velocities. b, Corresponding standard deviations (s.d.s) of velocities in a, which
reflect the uncertainty and potential short-term non-linearity of velocities. c, Time series displacements at points 1, 2 and 3, where velocities with a better
linear fit to the displacements have a lower standard deviation. Basemap data from ESRI.

point measurements recorded by tide gauges along coastlines1. The
IPCC AR6 rates therefore reflect broad-scale VLM well, but do not
reflect the full range of local land subsidence. This is as opposed to
our analysis, at higher resolution and farther inland, to map local
land subsidence, where coastal areas can still be impacted by RSLR.
Amongst broad-scale contributors of VLM, earthquakes generating
large tectonic VLM also likely affect only coastal cities near major
subduction zones (Fig. 2) and occur as one-off, transient events.
The range of median glacial isostatic adjustment across coastal cities considered in this study is small, ranging from −2.0 mm per year
to 1.7 mm per year based on the basis of the widely used ICE-6G_C
(VM5a) model29,30 (Fig. 2b). We thus suggest, based on the range
of RLLS velocities, that VLM may be more spatially variable across
the world than currently assessed in the IPCC AR6. Observations
beyond coastlines, such as those presented here, can then improve
future assessments of VLM effects on RSLR.

Variability of RLLS within cities

Our results show high spatial variability of RLLS within each coastal
city, underscoring the importance of measuring subsidence at high
spatial resolution. The spatial distribution of RLLS is unique from city
to city (Figs. 3 and 4, and Supplementary Section B). In coastal cities

experiencing fast RLLS in many areas, such as Jakarta (Indonesia)
(Fig. 3), using an average velocity or the fastest known velocity uniformly over the coastal city would likely overestimate subsidence in
many areas and divert attention away from the most rapidly subsiding areas. This is because the subsiding areas are commonly localized in clusters, such as in the Penjaringan and Kembangan Districts
in the case of Jakarta (Fig. 3a,c). While we do not investigate the
cause of the clusters in this study, other site-specific studies4,18,31 have
found that local land subsidence varies based on the spatial distribution of both human activity, related to industrial, agricultural
or aquacultural zones with rapid groundwater use, and subsurface
geology, as some layers compact more easily than others. In coastal
cities known to experience less extreme RLLS, such as New York
(United States) (Fig. 4), mapping of spatial variation is beneficial
because areas of more rapid subsidence may potentially be identified. It may also be misleading if point measurements of velocities
were coincidentally only available at any small clusters of RLLS and
extrapolated spatially. For example, in New York, the InSAR-derived
results suggest that possible subsidence is only localized in the west
of Breezy Point and should not be extrapolated eastward along the
coast (Fig. 4a,c). We present the mapped RLLS velocities for the rest
of the coastal cities in Supplementary Section B.
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Potential applications of RLLS

The observations we present may be used to estimate short-term
RSLR impacts, which include the influence of RLLS. For example,
a bathtub model comprising information on topography, mean
sea-level rise and different components of VLM, including RLLS,
could be used to compute the extent of inundation of a coastal city
over the next decade. Topography from publicly accessible digital
elevation models (DEMs) such as the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) may be several decades old, and VLM including
contributions from RLLS can also be used to update the elevations
to present-day levels. Since the local land subsidence velocities are
relative, such applications for topography and bathtub analyses are
most appropriate in coastal cities where information on the regional
VLM is known and used to adjust relative values to the absolute
in a stable reference frame. Regional VLM information could be
from dense GNSS networks or known contributions of both glacial
isostatic adjustment and regional tectonics. To illustrate the adjustment of the relative velocities, we provide two examples of bathtub analyses in Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam) and Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil), detailed in Supplementary Section C. The former coastal
city has faster peak (Fig. 1) and median (Fig. 2) subsidence than
the latter. We use steady-state local land subsidence projected over
the next 10 years, up to 2030, in these examples (Supplementary
Nature Sustainability | www.nature.com/natsustain

Section C). The bathtub analyses show that the added effect of local
land subsidence alone increases inundation extents by 20 km2 and
2 km2 in Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam) and Rio de Janeiro (Brazil),
respectively (Supplementary Section C).
Additionally, the RLLS velocities are a linear average of displacements from 2014 to 2020 and reflect steady-state velocities.
Short-term non-linearity of the velocities can be accounted for
using the corresponding standard deviations of velocities we provide. The standard deviations are computed from the goodness of
fit between the linear velocity and displacements. These standard
deviations therefore reflect uncertainties that could be associated
with random error and short-term non-linearity, if present (Figs.
3b,c and 4b,c). However, the velocities may be accelerated, decelerated or even ceased in the long-term due to natural limiting factors
such as the depletion or salinization of aquifers, or due to societal
action such as changing the levels of natural resource extraction and
introducing measures to stabilize coastal land32,33. These site-specific
factors should be accounted for in analyses that examine how RLLS
may influence long-term RSLR.

Discussion

We present a large-scale analysis of RLLS for the 48 most populous
coastal cities worldwide, processed in a self-consistent manner and
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at high spatial resolution. These high spatial resolution results are
complementary to, and greatly expand on, existing studies based
on point measurements1,19,23. Our results are more representative of
the spatial complexities of coastal subsidence that can occur at a
local scale, but are intrinsically relative measurements that do not
record absolute, total VLM. The RLLS velocities we provide also
extend inland, where they are not measurable by tide gauges but
where RSLR can still impact land and populations through flooding, storm surges and other extreme weather events. We suggest,
based on the RLLS contributions, that VLM contributions to RSLR
are likely more spatially variable across coastal cities than currently
estimated in the IPCC AR6. This puts cities experiencing rapid
local land subsidence at greater risk of coastal hazards than already
present due to climate-driven sea-level rise. The large spatial variation and magnitude of RLLS exceeding tens of millimetres per year,
compared to the smaller rates of climate-driven mean sea-level rise
and glacial isostatic adjustment of a few millimetres per year, also
show how RLLS could contribute to RSLR at a level on par, or potentially greater than other components of RSLR in many coastal cities.
We thus highlight the importance of integrating these subsidence
observations in future RSLR assessments to better inform sustainable planning.
We also present a standardized method of mapping RLLS that is
readily extendable beyond the 48 coastal cities analysed. Potential
future refinements of our RLLS velocities include: (1) extension of
the analysis to metropolitan areas and neighbouring satellite cities,
as these are future centres of population growth where subsidence
may be aggravated by anthropogenic causes; and (2) continuation
of the 6-year dataset to provide more robust statistics that account
for longer-term non-linear trends in subsidence that may be unique
to each coastal city.
This study provides a robust basis for estimating how local-scale
land subsidence can compound the effects of climate-driven mean
sea-level rise and represents a step towards accurate assessment of
its impact across coastal cities worldwide. Our results are best suited
for identifying relative vulnerabilities to land subsidence within
each coastal city and for comparing the average velocities or the
size of subsiding areas between coastal cities. The spatial footprints
and velocities that we provide can be used to refine existing assessments of RSLR, and the effects of RLLS can be readily accounted
for in risk assessments, adaptation options, appraisal and, ultimately, societal decisions. Our results also highlight a major need
and opportunity for mitigation of coastal subsidence at the local,
municipal level. Accelerated coastal subsidence is frequently caused
by over-extraction of groundwater or, in some areas, extraction of
gas or oil. When provided with a high-resolution map of subsidence
in their area, affected communities are empowered to identify the
causes and take direct action to reduce their future coastal risk, irrespective of actions taken by the rest of the world to address climate
change and climate-driven mean sea-level rise.

Methods

Coastal city selection. We select the 48 largest coastal cities worldwide based on a
minimum population of 5 million in 2020 and a maximum distance of 50 km from
the coast. To account for the complexities in urban growth and extent, we refer to
population sizes of urban agglomerations from the World Urbanization Prospects
2018 (ref. 25). We also only select coastal cities where their administrative boundary
contains elevations within 5 m from the mean sea level based on CoastalDEM34, as
elevations above 5 m are unlikely affected by RSLR. Administrative boundaries are
obtained from OpenStreetMap (https://www.openstreetmap.org/) and modified
by subtracting permanent water bodies, which are estimated from the European
Space Agency Climate Change Initiative Water Bodies dataset35. CoastalDEM is
based on the globally available National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
SRTM Global 1 arc second Version 3.0 DEM36, but has corrections applied over
vegetation and densely populated areas to follow the height of the bare ground
instead of the height of objects such as tall buildings standing on bare ground.
CoastalDEM is thus suited for relative sea-level applications. Kuala Lumpur
(Malaysia), Pune (India) and Sao Paulo (Brazil) are within the list of most
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populous coastal cities but were excluded due to the absence of elevations within
5 m of the mean sea level. Future work extending this analysis to the surrounding
metropolitan areas and satellite cities would be especially warranted where these
include areas within 5 m of mean sea level. Shenzhen (China) is also within the list
of most populous coastal cities but was excluded due to InSAR processing errors
(InSAR time series processing).
InSAR time series processing. In InSAR, the radar phase—related to the distance
between the SAR satellite’s sensor and target on the ground—of two SAR images
acquired at different times is differenced to form an interferogram. Thus, the
interferogram contains information on the relative change in land motion along
the satellite’s line-of-sight over a specific period, assuming a repeat-pass orbit
where the SAR satellite returns to the same position over time. A connected series
of interferograms that shows the time series of land motion can then be used to
estimate the ground surface velocity, which is the long-term rate of land motion
along the radar’s line-of-sight. In addition to land motion, the interferogram also
contains contributions from the troposphere, ionosphere, topography error, orbital
error, residuals and noise, and these may be minimized through processing to
preserve only contributions mainly from land motion.
We first download and process Sentinel-1 SAR images from October 2014 to
April 2020 from either the ascending or descending orbit to create interferograms.
The track with better spatial and temporal coverage of the coastal city is used.
We use Sentinel-1 SAR imagery from the European Space Agency’s Copernicus
Sentinel programme as it is freely available, provides global coverage and, since
2014, has a high revisit frequency of 6 or 12 days. The native pixel resolution
is approximately 5 m by 20 m. Downloads and interferogram processing are
completed using the Advanced Rapid Imaging and Analysis Singapore (ARIA-SG)
system (https://earthobservatory.sg/research/centres-labs/eos-rs) for scalability
and ease of automation. ARIA-SG is a cloud-based SAR processing system,
originally cloned from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and California Institute of
Technology’s ARIA system (https://aria.jpl.nasa.gov/) and now co-developed by
the Earth Observatory of Singapore. The system uses routine algorithms from
the open-source InSAR Scientific Computing Environment (ISCE) software37
to process interferograms. Using ARIA-SG, we create standard displacement
products, which are phase-unwrapped interferograms processed using range and
azimuth looks of 19 and 7, a Goldstein filter strength of 0.5, the enhanced spectral
diversity co-registration method38 and unwrapping through the Statistical-cost,
Network-flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping39. The resulting interferograms
are geocoded relative to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
SRTM Global 3 arc second Version 3.0 dataset40 at 90 m pixel spacing. To form a
continuous time series of interferograms, each SAR image was paired with two
other SAR images with the closest acquisition dates. Through the ARIA-SG system,
we ensure no spatial or temporal gaps in each time series of interferograms and the
use of consistent Sentinel-1 Instrument Processing Facility versions.
Next, we use the ARIA-tools software41 to stitch together spatially adjacent
interferograms that share identical date pairings. This involves the correction
for integer multiples of 2π phase jumps at the overlapping area between two
interferograms and the removal of additional bias from slant range pixel
offset correction introduced during the routine ISCE processing of each
interferogram41. We also use the ARIA-tools software to prepare interferograms
in a compatible format for time series analysis in the Miami INsar Time series
software in PYthon (MintPy).
Thirdly, we use routine Small BAseline Subset algorithms in MintPy42 to
perform time series analysis for each coastal city. The analysis is done pixel by
pixel. A weighted least squares inversion is used to determine the long-term linear
rate of land motion (velocity) of a pixel, based on the time series of interferograms.
The standard deviation associated with each pixel’s velocity is computed and equal
to the goodness of fit between the predicted velocity (the best-fit linear line) and
the land motion observed at each time epoch of the time series43. If non-linearity is
present in the velocities, this would be reflected by higher standard deviations. We
find the following MintPy processing parameters applicable and use these for the
time series analysis of all coastal cities:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

Phase unwrapping error correction using bridging and phase closure methods to correct for phase jumps42
Tropospheric delay correction based on the European Centre for Medium‐
Range Weather Forecasts ReAnalysis (ERA-5) Global Atmospheric Model44,
using the Python-based Atmospheric Phase Screen package45,46 to remove
unwanted tropospheric signals in C-band Sentinel-1 SAR
Linear phase deramping to remove planar trends in velocities based on reliable pixels
Topographic residual correction to reduce errors stemming from the DEM
during interferogram processing47
User-defined reference point for each coastal city

We show the effects of the above processing parameters on the velocity in
Supplementary Section D. Parameters (2) to (4) typically result in adjustments at
the mm level or less, which is relatively much smaller compared to parameters
(1) and (5). For parameter (1), interferograms covering Shenzhen (China) have
imperfect corrections for the phase unwrapping error, and so the coastal city is
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excluded from our analysis. Related to parameter (2), atmospheric noise caused
by tropospheric delays of the SAR signal may be reduced further with future
extension of our 6-year dataset. For each coastal city, a zero-velocity reference
point, parameter (5), must be defined because InSAR observations are relative to
an arbitrary local spatial reference—all velocities in an image are relative to the
assumed velocity at the reference point. Ideally, a reference point with a known
velocity from GNSS can be chosen to ensure that all velocities are fixed in an
accurate reference frame. Due to the lack of such information in a consistent
manner for all cities within our dataset, we instead choose a zero-velocity reference
point from candidate pixels of a preliminary MintPy time series analysis. Our
candidate pixels are located over man-made structures identified from Google
Earth satellite images, which are considered to be stable, have a coherence greater
than 0.85 across all dates and have a velocity close to the mode of velocities within
the coastal city’s administrative boundary. This method assumes that there is
no broad-scale land motion and that most places have zero velocity within an
administrative boundary. After choosing a reference point from among these
candidate pixels, we run a second MintPy time series analysis with all pixel
velocities computed relative to this point.
For each coastal city, we clip the InSAR images to the administrative boundary,
with permanent water bodies excluded (Coastal city selection) since land motion
rates are not applicable over pixels of water bodies. Finally, we exclude decorrelated
pixels that have a coherence less than 0.35 from the time series analysis, as the
phase is likely too noisy to reliably measure land motion at these pixels.
Spatial interpolation of InSAR velocities. Although the InSAR velocities from
our time series analysis have dense spatial coverage, there are some spatial gaps in
the data in areas where the InSAR pixels have undergone phase decorrelation due
to vegetation growth or extensive land disturbance between images. These areas
are automatically masked in our InSAR analysis; hence, we spatially interpolate
the velocities across these gaps to produce a continuous map, assuming that land
motions between nearby pixels are spatially correlated with each other. Since the
velocity at each pixel is associated with its own standard deviation by virtue of
the time series estimation, we adopt an approach that accounts for non-uniform
standard deviations48. Like kriging, this approach relies on multivariate normal
distributions. Whereas kriging assumes that all pixels have the same standard
deviation, this extension allows for varying uncertainties and treats the pixels with
higher standard deviations with less weight during the prediction based on the
variogram48 (Supplementary Section E).
Before implementing this interpolation method, we use a variance quadtree
algorithm49 to obtain a subset of the spatially dense velocities over each study
region (Supplementary Section E). This helps to avoid redundancy while
preserving the spatial variability of the velocities49. To quantify the spatial
correlation in the velocities, we fit a spherical variogram via maximum likelihood
estimation to the velocities of pixels associated with standard deviations lower than
the mode. We treat these velocities as the base dataset and calculate the additional
uncertainties in the other velocities relative to the mode of standard deviation.
Since the interpolation method accounts for both the uncertainty from the time
series analysis and the estimated spatial variability in the velocities as quantified by
the variogram, the estimates typically have higher standard deviations than those
derived directly from the time series analysis (Supplementary Section E). To avoid
high estimation uncertainties at large distances from the data, we perform the
interpolation only for pixels that have at least 40 pixels present within an 11-pixel
radial distance, equivalent to an ~1 km radius. The final distribution of pixels may
hence not provide complete coverage of the administrative boundary of a coastal
city, but areas left unmapped are dominantly over vegetation where populations do
not reside. The subsidence velocities we provide are thus most readily comparable
across cities for built-up urban areas as opposed to vegetated land.
Projection of line-of-sight InSAR velocities to the vertical. To better represent
the RLLS component of VLM, we project the line-of-sight velocity, vLOS,
from a single look direction to vertical velocity with respect to the ground, vU,
following equation (1).
vU =

vLOS
cosθ

(1)

Here θ refers to the radar’s incidence angle, which ranges between 29° and 41°
across each Sentinel-1 SAR image used. We assume in this projection that there are
no substantial gradients in the horizontal land motion because these are detrended
through linear phase deramping (InSAR time series processing). Any constant
horizontal land motion across the image, for example, due to plate tectonics, is
accounted for by the assumption of a zero-velocity reference point (InSAR time
series processing). The error in this line-of-sight to vertical projection scales with
the magnitude of horizontal land motion, if any. As we focus on RLLS typically
caused by natural resource extraction of groundwater, oil and gas, and sediment
compaction due to self-weight, we expect in most coastal cities that vertical land
motion will be more dominant than the horizontal and projection errors to be
minimal. This assumption is commonly made in VLM studies22 but could break
down in areas where there are extreme magnitudes of land subsidence or large
earthquakes that also induce substantial gradients in horizontal land motion
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around the subsiding area. This would slightly shift the apparent location of the
maximum subsiding point towards the satellite look direction but would affect the
magnitude only slightly due to the ratio of horizontal to vertical motions induced
by the subsidence and the relative sensitivity of InSAR to these components
of motion. To further refine the VLM velocities, future work can be done to
incorporate observations from both look directions26,50 (Supplementary Section F).
Reference to vertical land motion rates. The median VLM rate of each coastal
city plotted in Fig. 2b is downloaded from the IPCC AR6 projection dataset
(https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/announcements/2021-08-09-Sea-level-projecti
ons-from-the-IPCC-6th-Assessment-Report). The dataset contains network
Common Data Form files of projected rates of different RSLR components,
at different percentile levels, under different shared socioeconomic pathway
(SSP) scenarios, in different years and at irregular points that are mostly spaced
1° apart across the globe. The RSLR components include VLM rates, with no
distinction between different VLM contributions and mean sea-level rates due
to Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets, glaciers, land water storage and ocean
dynamics. The VLM rates are also identical across SSP scenarios1,28. Within this
dataset, we use VLM rates at the 50th percentile, under the medium confidence,
SSP2-4.5 scenario, in 2020, at data points within the administrative boundary of
each coastal city. We then take the median of all these data points within the city.
If there are no data points within the city, we search for data points within a 1°
radial distance of its administrative boundary. We obtain the uncertainty of the
median VLM rate of each coastal city in Fig. 2b by computing the 16th and 84th
percentiles across the data points within the city (Supplementary Section G). The
uncertainty in Fig. 2b thus reflects how strongly the data points may deviate from
the median VLM rate in a city.
Reference to glacial isostatic adjustment rates. The median glacial isostatic
adjustment rate of each coastal city plotted in Fig. 2b is downloaded from the
published vertical rates of radial displacement dataset of the widely used ICE-6G_C
(VM5a) model29,30 (https://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/~peltier/data.php).
The vertical rates of radial displacement refer to the VLM contribution due to
glacial isostatic adjustment. The development of the ICE-6G_C (VM5a) model
was constrained by observational data (for example, relative sea-level histories,
GNSS, ice margin positions) from North America, Northern Europe, Barbados and
Antarctica. Note that the model’s performance in Asia needs improvement51 as very
limited observational data from Asia were used to constrain the model30. The rates
are provided at gridded points spaced 0.2° apart across the globe. We only use rates
at data points within the administrative boundary of each coastal city. We then
take the median of all these data points within the city. We obtain the uncertainty
of the median glacial isostatic adjustment rate of each coastal city in Fig. 2b by
computing the 16th and 84th percentiles across the data points within the city
(Supplementary Section G). The uncertainty is, overall, small compared to that
of other components of VLM in Fig. 2b because glacial isostatic adjustment is a
regional process that is relatively uniform over entire cities considered in this study.
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

All replication data of RLLS velocities in this study are available in the following
DR-NTU Data repository: https://doi.org/10.21979/N9/GPVX0F. The vertical land
motion rates from the IPCC AR6 are publicly available at https://podaac-tools.
jpl.nasa.gov/drive/files/misc/web/misc/IPCC/IPCC_AR6_slp_regional.tar.gz.
Glacial isostatic adjustment rates from ICE-6G_C (VM5a) is publicly available
at https://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/~peltier/data.php. Plate tectonic
boundaries plotted in Fig. 2 are downloadable from https://www.usgs.gov/media/
files/plate-boundaries-kmz-file. GNSS velocities plotted in Fig. 4 are downloadable
from https://data.lib.vt.edu/articles/dataset/World_s_Coast_Vertical_Land_
Motion/17710973. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability

All codes for the analysis of the datasets are available in the following DR-NTU
Data repository: https://doi.org/10.21979/N9/GPVX0F. ARIA-SG algorithms,
which contain ISCE algorithms, are accessible at: https://github.com/
earthobservatory. Other InSAR processing algorithms including ARIA-Tools v1.1.1
and MintPy v1.3.0 are open-source and freely available through Github.
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